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Abstract. The existence and uniqueness of solutions for a multi-point boundary value problem
(BVP) of impulsive fractional differential equations are investigated by means of Schaefer’s fixed
point theorem and Banach contraction mapping principle. Examples that support the theoretical
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1. INTRODUCTION
Even though it is a 300-year-old topic, fractional calculus has come into promin-
ence in the course of time, and nowadays it has an important role in the modeling
of real world phenomena based on fractional derivatives [15]. Models arising from
fractional order derivatives are excellent instruments for the description of memory
and hereditary properties of various materials and processes [15]. Impulsive dif-
ferential equations, on the other hand, are capable of describing the dynamics of
processes in which abrupt changes occur [2, 17]. For instance, according to the
switching phenomenon, frequency changes or other sudden noises, the states of the
electronic devices are often subject to instantaneous perturbations and experience
abrupt changes at certain instants [2, 11], i.e., they exhibit impulsive effects. There-
fore, mathematical models with impulsive effects are more accurate to describe the
evolutionary processes of the systems. Fractional order and impulsive differential
equations have many applications in various fields such as mechanics, electronics,
biology, economics, chaos theory, and neuroscience [1, 3–5, 8, 12–14, 19–21].
Various types of impulsive fractional differential equations were considered in the
papers [22–27]. Banach, Krasnoselskii’s, and Leray-Schauder’s fixed point theorems
were utilized to show the existence and uniqueness of solutions for a class of frac-
tional order differential switched systems with coupled nonlocal initial and impulsive
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conditions in [24]. The papers [6, 27] were concerned with significant results on for-
mulas for solutions of impulsive fractional differential equations. In [27], a boundary
value problem (BVP) of order between 1 and 2 is studied. Fixed point theorems were
also used in [6] and [27] to show the existence and uniqueness of solutions. On the
other hand, the theory of impulsive fractional differential inclusions was improved in
[25] by taking into account the existence of PC-mild solutions of such systems with
nonlocal conditions when the linear part is a fractional sectorial operator defined on
a separable Banach space. Moreover, existence results based on the Banach and
Schauder’s fixed point theorems were revealed by Wang and Zhang [26] for frac-
tional impulsive systems with Hadamard derivatives. In the present study, we make
use of the Banach and Schaefer’s fixed point theorems to deal with the existence and
uniqueness of solutions of a BVP of fractional differential equations with impulses.
In contrast with [27], in this paper multi-points in the boundary conditions are used
and the order of the system is between 2 and 3.
















D bk; k D 1;2; :::;m;
u.0/D u0; D˛0Cu.0/D u1;
where ˛;ˇ 2 .0;1 with ˛Cˇ > 1: The existence and uniqueness of solutions were
obtained by means of the Schauder’s fixed point theorem and Banach contraction
mapping principle. Additionally, in [6], the authors considered the following frac-
tional impulsive differential equation8<:
CD
q





/Cyk; k D 1;2; : : : ;m;
u.0/D u0; yk 2 R;
where CDqt is the Caputo fractional derivative of order q 2 .0;1/, u0 2 R, and f W
J R! R is a continuous function. Fixed point methods were utilized to obtain
some sufficient conditions for the existence of solutions. Moreover, Rehman and Eloe
[16] presented a general method for converting an impulsive fractional differential
equation to an equivalent integral equation. Using this method, they investigated the
existence of solutions for the following four-point impulsive fractional BVP8<:
CD˛y.x/D f .x;y/; x 2 J;
y.xk/D Ik.u.tk//; y0.xk/D NIk.y.xk//; k D 1;2; : : : ;m;
y.0/D y./; y.1/D ˇy./;
where 1 < ˛ < 2, ˇ, ; ;  2 R, ;  2 .0;1/, J D Œ0;1, and f W J R! R is a
continuous function.
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Motivated by the above mentioned studies, in this paper, we consider the following






0Cu.t/D f .t;u.t//; t 2 J 0;
u.tk/D Ik.u.tk//; u0.tk/D NIk.u.tk//;












0C is the Caputo fractional derivative of order ˛ 2 .2;3/, a; b; c, and d are
real constants, the functions f W Œ0;1R! R, Ik W R! R, NIk W R! R; and QIk W
R! R are continuous in all their arguments, 0 < 1 < 2 <    < p 2 < 1, ci ; di 2























cii ¤ 0, J D Œ0;1 ; 0D t0 < t1 <   < tk <   < tm < tmC1 D 1;




k D 1;2; : : : ;m: The impulse actions u0.tk/ and u00.tk/ are defined in a similar
way to u.tk/:
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we provide some
necessary definitions and preliminary lemmas, which are key tools for our main res-
ults. In Section 3, we make use of the Schaefer’s fixed point theorem and Banach
contraction mapping principle to prove the existence and uniqueness of solutions of
(1.1). Examples are provided in Section 4 to demonstrate the applications of the main
results.
2. PRELIMINARIES
The following definitions are needed in the remaining parts of the paper.
Definition 1 ([9]). The Riemann-Liouville fractional integral of order ˛ for a func-







.t   s/˛ 1g.s/ds; t > 0; ˛ > 0;
provided the right side is point-wise defined on Œ0;1/, where   is the gamma func-
tion.
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Definition 2 ([9]). The Riemann-Liouville derivative of order ˛ for a function










.t   s/˛C1 nds; t > 0;
where nD Œ˛C1 and Œ˛ is the integer part of ˛:
Definition 3 ([9]). The Caputo fractional derivative of order ˛ >0 for a continuous











; t > 0;
where nD Œ˛C1 and Œ˛ is the integer part of ˛:













for t > 0 and n  1 < ˛ < n: Moreover, the Caputo derivative of a constant is equal
to zero.
We say that a real valued function u.t/ defined on J belongs to the spacePC.J;R/
if it is left-continuous and continuous except, possibly, at the points tk , kD 1;2; : : : ;m,
where it has discontinuities of the first kind. Besides, for a positive integer  , we
will denote by PC  .J;R/ the set of real valued functions whose derivative of order
i belongs to the set PC.J;R/ for each i D 0;1; : : : ; . It is worth noting that the
space PC.J;R/ is a Banach space endowed with the norm kuk D supt2J ju.t/j.
In the sequel, we will denote J0 D Œ0; t1; J1 D .t1; t2; : : : ; Jm 1 D .tm 1; tm;
and Jm D .tm;1. Moreover, let AC  .J;R/ be the set of functions u.t/ such that
u. 1/ 2 PC.J;R/ and the restriction of u. 1/ on Jk , k D 0;1; : : : ;m, is absolutely
continuous.
Lemma 1 ([16, Corollary 2.5]). Assume f W J R! R is continuous and n 1 <
˛ < n. Then u 2ACn.J;R/ satisfies
CD˛
0Cu.t/D f .t;u.t//; t 2 J;





















for t 2 J .
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Theorem 1 ([18, Schaefer’s Fixed Point Theorem]). LetB be a Banach space and
T WB!B be a completely continuous operator. If the set
D.B/D fu 2B W uD T u for some  2 Œ0;1g
is bounded, then T has at least one fixed point.
Lemma 2 ([7, PC -type Ascoli-Arzela Theorem]). Let ˝  PC.J;R/. Suppose
the following conditions are satisfied:
(i) ˝ is uniformly bounded;
(ii) ˝ is equicontinuous in Jk; k D 0;1; : : : ;m.
Then ˝ is a relatively compact subset of PC.J;R/.
3. MAIN RESULTS
This section is concerned with the existence as well as uniqueness of solutions of
the problem (1.1).
In the following lemma, we provide an equivalent integral equation to problem
(1.1).
Lemma 3. A function u.t/ is a solution of fractional impulsive BVP (1.1) if and
































































































t 2 Jk; k D 1;2; : : : ;m;
(3.1)



















































Proof. Suppose that u.t/ is solution of (1.1). One can confirm by means of Lemma
1 that









































  .˛ 2/ f .s;u.s//ds: (3.6)
Applying the boundary condition u00.0/ D 0 in (3.6), we obtain e3 D 0: Now,
using the boundary conditions au.0/Cbu0.0/D
p 2X
iD1
ciu.i / and cu.1/Cdu0.1/D
p 2X
iD1















































































Substituting the values of e1 and e2 in (3.4), we obtain (3.1). Conversely, if u.t/
satisfies (3.1), then it is easy to show that u satisfies (1.1). This completes the proof.

Let us define an operator T W PC.J;R/! PC.J;R/ as






































; t 2 J;
(3.9)
where Fu.t/ andAu are defined as in (3.2) and (3.3), respectively. Clearly, the fixed
points of the operator T are the solutions of the problem (1.1).


















































A property of the operator T defined by (3.9) is given in the next lemma.
Lemma 4. The operator T W PC.J;R/! PC.J;R/ is completely continuous.
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Proof. The operator T is continuous in view of the continuity of the functions
f; Ik; NIk and QIk : Let ˝ be a bounded subset of PC.J;R/: There exist positive
constants Mi ; i D 1;2;3;4; such that jf .t;u/j M1; jIk.u/j M2;
ˇˇ NIk.u/ˇˇ M3
and
ˇˇ QIk.u/ˇˇM4 for all u 2˝:













ˇˇ NIk.u.tk//ˇˇ.i   tk/C X
0<tk<i











































M1Cm.jcjM2C .jcjC jd j/M3/
Cm
2
.jcjC2 jd j/ :













ˇˇ NIk.u.tk//ˇˇ.t   tk/C X
0<tk<t













































































Hence, the operator T is uniformly bounded. On the other hand, for any t 2 Jk;












ˇˇ QIk.u.tk//ˇˇ.t   tk/C 1jıj
p 2X
iD1



















































The last inequality implies the equicontinuity of T .˝/ on Jk; k D 0;1; : : : ;m:
In accordance with the PC-type Arzela-Ascoli theorem T .˝/ is relatively compact
in PC.J;R/: Consequently, the operator T W PC.J;R/! PC.J;R/ is completely
continuous. 
The following conditions are required for the next theorem, which is concerned
with the existence of solutions of (1.1).
(C1) There exist nonnegative constants h and l such that
jf .t;u/j  hC l juj ; t 2 J; u 2 RI
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(C2) There exist nonnegative constants hk; lk; Nhk; Nlk; Qhk; Qlk such that for u 2 R;
k D 1;2; : : : ;m,
jIk.u/j  hkC lk juj ;







































The number K defined by (3.10) is used in the following theorem.
Theorem 2. Assume that the conditions .C1/ and .C2/ are valid. IfK < 1; then
the problem (1.1) has at least one solution.
Proof. First of all, we know by Lemma 4 that the operator T W PC.J;R/ !
PC.J;R/ defined by equation (3.9) is completely continuous. For 0    1; con-
sider the equation
uD T u: (3.11)













  NhkC Nlk ju.tk/j.i   tk/C X
0<tk<i































































jcjhkC .jcjC jd j/ NhkC 1
2






jcj lkC .jcjC jd j/ NlkC 1
2

















  NhkC Nlk ju.tk/j.t   tk/C X
0<tk<t





jci j jFu.i /jC2
p 2X
iD1
jdi j jFu.i /jC2 jAuj









































































Hence, we have for t 2 J that






































Because K < 1, the last inequality implies that
kuk  K
1 K :
Therefore, any solution of (3.11) is bounded regardless of the value of : According
to Theorem 1, the operator T has a fixed point. Consequently, the fractional impulsive
multi-point BVP (1.1) has at least one solution. 
Now, we will use the Banach contraction mapping principle to prove the existence
and uniqueness of solutions for problem (1.1).
The following conditions are required.
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(C3) There exists a positive number L such that jf .t;u/ f .t;v/j  L ju vj for
all t 2 J and u;v 2 RI
(C4) There exist positive numbers L1; L2; and L3 such that jIk.u/ Ik.v/j 
L1 ju vj ;
ˇˇ NIk.u/  NIk.v/ˇˇ  L2 ju vj, and ˇˇ QIk.u/  QIk.v/ˇˇ  L3 ju vj
for all u; v 2 R; and k D 1;2; : : : ;m:



































.1 jci jC2 jdi j/2i C1C2.jcjC2 jd j/
! 1
:
Then, the problem (1.1) has a unique solution.
Proof. Let u; v 2 PC.J;R/: For each t 2 J; we have




























 bCPp 2iD1 cii Ca Pp 2iD1 cit ˇˇˇˇ


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Since the inequality

























holds, T is a contraction mapping. According to the Banach contraction mapping
principle, T has a unique fixed point in PC.J;R/; which is a solution of the problem
(1.1). 
Examples that support the theoretical results are presented in the next section.
4. EXAMPLES
Example 1





















































where t1 D 3
10
and t2 D 4
5
:
BVP (4.1) is in the form of (1.1) with ˛D 9
4
; mD 2; pD 4; aD 3; bD 2; cD 1;




















sin.u/; and QIk.u/D 1
30
arctan.u/: It
can be verified that ı D 7; 1 D 3
7
; and 2 D 1
7
for (4.1). Moreover, conditions .C1/
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and .C2/ are satisfied with hD 1
2
, l D 3
20
, h1 D h2 D 1
5
; l1 D l2 D 1
40
; Nh1 D Nh2 D
Qh1 D Qh2 D 0, Nl1 D Nl2 D 1
10
; Ql1 D Ql2 D 1
30
. Therefore, according to Theorem 2, BVP
(4.1) has at least one solution.
Example 2













































































One can confirm that (4.2) is in the form of (1.1) with ˛ D 5
2
; m D 1; t1 D 3
4
;
p D 4; aD d D 1; b D 1
2
; c D 1D c1; c2 D 8; d1 D 4; d2 D 8; 1 D 1
2
; 2 D 7
8
;










cosu: One can confirm that ı D 12; 1 D 5
12
; and 2 D 1
2
for (4.2). Conditions
of Theorem 3 are valid for the problem with LD 0:035; L1 D 0:02; L2 D 0:01 and
L3 D 0:05: Thus, the fractional impulsive BVP (4.2) has a unique solution.
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